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Preamble
This leaflet presents guidance for FSTD operators and is published by the Finnish Transport and Communications
Agency (Traficom). The information is based on requirements of CS-FSTD(A), CS-FSTD(H), Part-ORA and Part-ARA
(see EU Commission Regulations 290/2012 and associated AMCs and GMs). When there is any difference between this
leaflet and the regulations, the regulations overrule.
In this document, the words ‘FSTD operator’ mean the organization that either is holding an FSTD qualification certificate
or is applying for such. Note that in the European requirements, a notable responsibility and workload is on the FSTD
operator. In many other aviation domains, the manufacturers are certified. In FSTD domain, the whole responsibility of
the device is on the FSTD qualification certificate holder. (The FSTD operator may outsource tasks, but it still remains as
the responsible organization.) This emphasizes how robust processes and good competency the FSTD operator should
have. The FSTD operator must demonstrate to the competent authority that it fulfills the requirements. This leaflet has
been prepared to help the FSTD operator in understanding what is expected from them.
This leaflet represents Traficom’s policies and interpretations. It is important to understand that in other EU/EASA
member states the methods and interpretations may vary. Always discuss matters with your own competent authority
(see ORA.GEN.105).
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Guidance on how an organization can gain its first FSTD qualification certificate
There are many steps to be taken and each step has multiple details to be covered. The organization should have a solid
project plan on how to progress towards FSTD qualification. Please note that ARINC Report 434 (‘Synthetic Training
Device (STD) – Life Cycle Support’) and Report 438 (‘Guidance for Acceptance of Flight Simulation Training Devices’)
give very good guidance on this process.
For an organization to gain its first FSTD qualification certificate:
•

The operator (i.e. the applicant organization) must fulfil requirements set in Part-ORA and its AMCs.
The organization should have adequate personnel resources and competencies. Its processes should be
described in manuals. Please see other pages of this leaflet to better understand what processes the
organization must establish. The authority performs an audit when the operator’s manuals have been found
adequate. The evaluation process of the FSTD will be continued only after a successful audit.

•

The device must fulfil requirements set in CS-FSTD(A) issue 2 or CS-FSTD(H) initial issue.
The table below presents the main steps that the operator must take in order to ensure that the FSTD is
compliant with the requirements. The table is based only on the main steps presented in the regulations. The
steps are presented in a typical chronological order.
Please note that there could be other steps in addition to these steps. For example, the operator could plan to
check the device already at the manufacturer’s factory, but that is not mandatory and is therefore not included in
the table below.

Step
Management of change
Any process has its hazards and risks. Those should be identified and mitigated.
The mitigation actions should control how the whole project (i.e. how each step and
process are being reinforced and monitored to ensure that they are compliant and
that safety is not compromised. Please see ORA.GEN.200 paragraph (a)(3) and its
AMCs concerning management of change.
Contract between FSTD manufacturer and operator
Technical specification of the FSTD
Comprehensive document describing the device’s capabilities, its technical
architecture, software quality, and so on.
Project plan
The operator should have a clear plan on what, how, when and by whom should be
performed to go through the project. Management of change should affect this.
Contact the authority as soon as possible
Purpose is to initiate discussions on the validation data. Please see AMC1
FSTD(A).300 paragraph (a)(2)(iii).
Validation data roadmap (VDR)
Please see Appendix 2 to AMC1 FSTD(A).300 or Appendix 2 to AMC1
FSTD(H).300 and RAeS ‘Aeroplane Flight Simulator Evaluation Handbook’
Appendix A.
Application part A
Please see AMC1 ORA.FSTD.200. Give precise information on the simulated
aircraft an on its equipment (e.g. what optional equipment/systems are installed).
FSTD operator’s manuals
Deliver also a filled copy of the table presented in GM2 ORA.FSTD.100. See GM1
ORA.FSTD.100 for further guidance on the manuals.
Authority audits the FSTD operator
The organization should demonstrate that it has established an organization with
adequate resources and competencies and that its processes are ready to begin
maintaining and operating an FSTD.

When it should happen
Initial risk assessment as
the very first action with
subsequent follow-ups and
revisions through the whole
process.
About 6-12 months before
device should be qualified.
At the same time as the
contract.
After a contract has been
signed.
After a contract has been
signed.
As early as possible after
the contract is signed.

Min 3 months before
planned evaluation.
Min 2 months before
planned evaluation.
About 1.5 month before
planned evaluation.

Table continues on the next page.
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Table continues from the previous page.
Step
Manuals of the simulated aircraft
Manuals such as AFM, FCOM, QRH, avionics manuals as applicable, and so on.
Acceptance testing manuals
When an FSTD is built, the device must be tested very carefully to ensure that it a)
fulfils the requirements, b) functions as described in the aircraft’s manuals, and c)
feels correct to fly. Testing documentation normally consist of 1) comprehensive
testing manuals, 2) checking of all malfunction, and 3) CS-FSTD(A/H) table of
functions and subjective tests
Instructor station (IOS) manual
The instructors should be able to learn how to use the IOS by reading this manual.
Malfunction descriptions
Each malfunction should be described: what failure is simulated and what
consequences it should have. Please see ARINC report 442 paragraph 4.7.
Proposed MQTG and Application part B
The operator must provide its statement that it has carefully checked the proposed
MQTG themselves and finds it acceptable. So the operator must also send
Application part B (see AMC1 ORA.FSTD.200). The evaluation will happen only
when the MQTG is acceptable also to the authority. This is written in CSFSTD(A/H): ‘Any QTG deficiencies raised by the competent authority should be
addressed prior to the start of the on-site evaluation.’

When it should happen
About 1.5 month before
planned evaluation.

Specific visual models
The operator should define the specific visual models. See CS-FSTD(A/H) table of
functions and subjective tests for visual system.
Enough time to fix all defects and make tuning
There are always surprises. The operator must reserve enough time so that they
are able to fix and close all possible defects and problems that arise. Please see
ARINC report 434-1 chapter 3.
Finalization of FSTD operator’s procedures
For example all the logs should be established and ready, etc.
Dossier
GM3 ORA.FSTD.100 requires the operator to provide a ‘dossier’. It is a folder with
the main information on the simulator. That is the last step for the operator to
ensure that everything is in place and OK and that they are ready to demonstrate
that to the authority.
Application part C
See AMC1 ORA.FSTD.200. It is the operator’s final confirmation that the device is
ready to be qualified.
On-site evaluation
The authority arrives for an initial evaluation. See for example AMC3
ARA.FSTD.100(a)(1). The evaluation consist of briefing, testing of the device (QTG
and functions and subjective testing), debriefing, preparation of an evaluation
report. The operator goes through the dossier elements in the initial briefing and
tells how each elements demonstrates compliance.
Corrective actions
The authority monitors and follow-ups how the operator makes corrections to the
issues that are identified in the evaluation report. AMC5 ARA.FSTD.100(a)(1)
presents that “these defects should be rectified and the competent authority notified
on such action within 30 days.”

Few weeks before the
evaluation.

Blank copies ready well in
advance, but min about 1.5
months before planned
evaluation. When the
evaluation begins,
everything must be signed.
About 1 month before
planned evaluation.
About 1 month before
planned evaluation.
30 days before planned
evaluation.

Last weeks before the
evaluation.

Last weeks before the
evaluation.
1-2 weeks before the
evaluation.

7 days before the
evaluation.
When everything above is
ready.

30 days after the
evaluation.

Please note that the presented schedule (i.e. column ‘when it should happen’) in the table is only indicative. The timeline
may be affected by the FSTD qualification level (e.g. FFS or FNPT) and on the operator (i.e. applicant) in question.
Please establish early discussions with the authority and present a project plan and proposed schedule.
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Guidance on the documentation to support an initial FSTD evaluation
The previous section gives guidance on the steps before an initial FSTD evaluation. This section gives guidance on the
documentation required before an initial evaluation can happen. This section partly repeats the previous section.
In order to prepare for the evaluation and to perform the evaluation quickly, it is requested to deliver a set of information
before the evaluation. Please deliver the information preferably by email (e.g. one or multiple pdf files) to the authority as
early as possible before the agreed evaluation date. If emailing is not possible, please contact to agree on another
arrangement. In case of any questions on the requested documentation, please contact Traficom.
The requested information (i.e. ‘dossier’, see also GM3 ORA.FSTD.100 paragraph (c)):
1. Formal application (parts A, B and C) for the qualification (see AMC1 ORA.FSTD.200). Mention clearly what
features are requested to be listed in the ‘Additional capabilities’ section of the certificate.
2.

FSTD operator’s management system manual and FSTD operations manual and any other similar and relevant

3.

Planned actions to give adequate training to FSTD maintenance personnel to be able to maintain the new device

manuals if they have not been delivered before
(e.g. competencies related to the new FSTD and to the simulated aircraft type. See ARINC report 432)
4.

Management of change analysis and risk mitigation (see ORA.GEN.200 and associated AMCs)

5.

Detailed technical specification of the device (see ARINC report 434-1 paragraphs 3.2 and 3.4 and 13.2).
Documentation should also cover information on the software load and module architecture since that will affect the
evaluation methods (e.g. how to check system integration) and configuration control procedures.

6.

Flight manuals (e.g. FCOM, AFM, POH, QRH, etc.) for the simulated aircraft (note that the flight manual should be
exactly for the simulated individual aircraft serial number so that it fully offers the best performance and system
reference data for the FSTD)

7.

Manuals for the avionics manuals (for example FMS pilot guide) if not included in the flight manuals (e.g. FCOM)

8.

MQTG and a statement of the operator’s assessment of the MQTG (e.g. pending concerns with the QTGs)

9.

VDR (note that it should be part of MQTG)

10. Manual or document for comprehensive functions and subjective testing of the device. (Note that this document is
expected to cover all required items and aspects carefully, for example malfunctions in all phases of flight to ensure
correct behavior of the simulation. The testing should use methods presented in RAeS ‘Aeroplane Flight Simulator
Evaluation Handbook’ Volume 2. The functions testing should be based on comparing the FSTD with the applicable
manuals, e.g. FCOM, AFM, etc.)
11. Plan / schedule for the annual QTG and subjective & functions tests
12. Program for scheduled preventive maintenance and list of documentation that supports maintenance actions (E.g.
schematics, illustrated parts, maintenance manual, etc. See ARINC report 434-1 paragraph 4.1 and report 446.)
13. IOS manual (i.e. a document describing the features and how to use IOS, see ARINC report 446 chapter 3)
14. List of simulated malfunctions including their descriptions and effects (see ARINC report 442 paragraph 4.7)
15. List of genuine aircraft parts (i.e. hardware, computers and software) that are used in the FSTD
16. List of all airport visual databases including for each scene: name of the airport, ICAO code, type of visual scene
(i.e. certification database, specific or generic) and additional capabilities (e.g. snow model, EGPWS, etc.)
17. List of customer options regarding avionics (e.g. radio altimeter call-outs, etc.)
18. Only for aeroplane FFS level C and D to be qualified under CS-FSTD(A) issue 2: see separate Traficom’s checklist
19. Only for FNPT: Engineering report on how the validation data was built (see AMC1 FSTD(A).300 para (a)(5)(iv) or
AMC1 FSTD(H).300 para (a)(5)(iv))
20. List of open technical defects
21. Any other information considered relevant by the operator (e.g. possible new features to be qualified, known
noticeable system limitations, etc.)
If there are any changes to this data or to these documents at any later stage, please report the changes. The
information listed above is known as the ‘dossier’. The FSTD operator’s representative is kindly asked to represent
the dossier also during the evaluation briefing and tell how each elements demonstrates compliance.
Detailed information and purpose of the documentation can be found in ARINC Report 446.
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Guidance on the documentation to support a recurrent FSTD evaluation
Begin preparations by agreeing the date(s) and hours for the evaluation (i.e. subjective test flight and QTG rerun tests)
with the authority preferably at least 3 months before the planned date and preferably even 6-9 months in advance. It is
also advisable to agree on the team composition with the authority well in advance. Please see another page regarding
the personnel to participate on the evaluation.
In order to prepare for the evaluation and to perform the evaluation quickly, it is requested to deliver a set of information
before the evaluation. Please deliver the information preferably by email (e.g. one or multiple pdf files) about 2 weeks
before the agreed evaluation date. If emailing is not possible, please contact to agree on another arrangement. In case of
any questions, do not hesitate to contact.
The requested information (i.e. ‘dossier’, see also GM3 ORA.FSTD.100 paragraph (d)):
1. Contact information of the operator and of the of the participating instructor (e.g. name, telephone and email) and
information on his/her valid type / class rating for the FSTD (e.g. TRI and TRE for the type)
2. Reliability data month by month: training hours, number of complaints mentioned in the technical log, training hours
lost, availability rate, summary of complaints per ATA and FSTD main sections (see AMC2 ORA.FSTD.100 and
ARINC report 433)
3. Total number of training hours since initial qualification
4. Details of main failures leading to training interruptions or multiple occurrences of certain same failures
5. List of main FSTD user organizations over the last 12 months with approximate number of training hours for each
6. List of open defects (if any) including open defects from recurrent subjective testing
7. Copy of the hardware and software update / change logs of the device
8. Planned future hardware and software updates / changes
9. In case of FFS or FTD, a brief description of what aircraft standard or individual aircraft (serial number or registration
number) is simulated and how service bulletins and airworthiness directives are being followed including a list of
actions based on them
10. List of target and running dates of all recurrent QTG tests and status of the tests (e.g. ‘OK’ or ‘out of tolerance’) and
additional information if applicable (e.g. plans of actions for out of tolerance tests)
11. Copies of recurrent functions and subjective test records (i.e. ‘fly-out’ records)
12. Results of scheduled internal audits and additional quality inspections (if any) and summaries of actions taken
13. Brief description of navigation database updates (i.e. geographical area of valid data, update periods and source of
both FSTD’s ground station data [GSD] and simulated aircraft’s GPS / FMS databases)
14. Log of emergency stop / cut-off testing
15. List of all airport visual databases including for each scene: name of the airport, ICAO code, type of visual scene (i.e.
certification database, specific or generic) and additional capabilities (e.g. snow model, EGPWS, etc.)
16. Status and closure dates of all the items raised in last evaluation report
17. If recurrent QTG test results are saved in electronic format (e.g. pdf), please send them to expedite the evaluation
18. Any other information considered relevant by the operator (e.g. possible changes to the qualification certificate,
known noticeable system limitations, etc.)
Long descriptions are not needed, but only a briefly indication of the status of the items and/or to attach relevant
documents. If it is considered that some of the information is not applicable to the FSTD in question, please explain
briefly why it is so. The FSTD operator should have all this information, so it is just a matter of putting it all together.
The information listed above is known as the ‘dossier’. The FSTD operator’s representative is kindly asked to
represent the dossier also during the evaluation briefing and tell what the information indicates about the device
and about the FSTD operator’s activities and how it demonstrates compliance.
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Guidance for the instructor and technical support person regarding the evaluation
The operator should arrange the following personnel to participate in the evaluation (see AMC2 ARA.FSTD.120):
• An instructor with a valid type / class rating:
o type rating instructor (TRI) for FFS and FTD devices
o class rating instructor (CRI) for FNPT devices
• Technical support person to use the instructor station
• Other personnel as seen necessary (to participate on briefings or in the FSTD if the number of seats allow)
Note that if the operator itself does not have a TRI / CRI with current rating, it is desirable and advised to arrange such a
pilot from the operator’s main customer.
The authority will provide the following personnel to participate on the evaluation:
• Technical inspector who acts also as the team leader.
• Flight inspector who will be acting as pilot flying (PF) for some or most part of the flying. He/she may not always be
type rated on the type in question, so the instructor’s help on type knowledge is required and appreciated.
If the authority’s flight inspector is type rated on the device, it is not mandatory for the operator’s pilot to be type a
TRI/CRI. So if the operator wishes to confirm if a TRI/CRI is mandatory, please contact the authority already when
evaluation dates are being agreed.
Regarding the evaluation, the instructor and technical support person are kindly requested to note that:
• The purpose of the evaluation is to ensure that the FSTD device complies with the technical requirements and also
to help the operator notice where improvements could be recommended.
•

The FSTD evaluation is targeted on the device and not on the pilots or on any other personnel.

•

You are part of the evaluation team. Therefore, you are requested to act in a fair and unbiased manner. Please
consider that you are working for the authority during the evaluation.

•

The inspectors tell all the time what will be done next. There will be no surprises such as malfunctions without
briefing them first.

•

The authority’s inspectors have prepared a plan (i.e. a program) for the functions and subjective test flight. It will
concentrate on route flying, system checks and system malfunction, engine failures, emergencies, etc. This plan is
the target for the flight but it may be changed during the flight depending on how much time is spent on different
issues. The bottom line is that the evaluation will concentrate most heavily on those training items (e.g. windshear,
OEI, TCAS, EGPWS, malfunctions, etc.) where real aircraft can’t be used for training. Note also that part of the
subjective test flight will be performed intentionally outside the normal flight envelope. Note that the nature of the
testing is sampling. In other words, some maneuvers are (somewhat randomly) selected to be tested but please
mention your observations and/or concerns on any other topics also.

•

There will be a briefing before the flight. The test flight plan will be quickly briefed during this meeting. This way the
whole team knows what to expect and may give comments on the plan if needed.

•

The authority selects a sample of QTG tests to be performed as part of the evaluation. Tests will be performed both
in automatic and manual test modes. Also, the results of annual QTG results will be evaluated so please ensure that
the annual results and MQTG are readily available during the evaluation.

•

The pilot’s should ask themselves all the time what is the difference between this training device and the real aircraft.
Please share your thoughts on this to the other team members spontaneously.

•

FSTD evaluation is team work and the team needs your co-operation. All the work is being performed together.

•

If you see, hear, feel or otherwise discover or notice anything abnormal, please mention it to the other team
members to further investigate it together.

•

Please act calmly and do not rush. Especially if something is under investigation (i.e. a possible defect or
noncompliance is being investigated), please suggest actions to the team (e.g. to reset a system) before making any
actions.

•

There will be a de-briefing after the subjective test flight. The results of the defects (if any) will be discussed in the
debriefing. Please feel free to share your opinions and comments during the de-briefing. Normally all items should be
corrected within 30 days (see AMC2 ARA.FSTD.100(a)(1) point (b)), but it is acknowledged that some items may be
impossible to be corrected within such time frame. The operator can request a longer rectification period for some
item(s) during the debriefing.

•

The inspectors will prepare an official evaluation report as soon as possible after the evaluation. It will be delivered to
the operator.
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Guidance for actions after the evaluation
The authority’s inspectors will prepare an official evaluation report as soon as possible after the evaluation. It will be
delivered to the operator. You are requested to read and sign the report. With the signature, you confirm that you have
received the document. If you disagree with what has been written in the report, please report that for further discussion.
The evaluation report includes definitions of the item categories and classifies the items that the evaluation team has
made. Where applicable, open the items in the operator’s internal defect log so that they are visible to all the users of the
device and initiate the corrective action processes. The evaluation report presents what actions are required and what is
the dead line for them. By default, the deadline of 30 days as set in AMC2 ARA.FSTD.100(a)(1) point (b) should be
followed. Please follow these guidelines for the closure process of the items:
• Items classified as ‘Unacceptable’, ‘Reservation’, ‘Unserviceability’ or ‘Limitation’: Please send a status
report (see guidance below) before the dead line. If the corrective actions are not able to be finished within by the
dead line, give a report on what has been done so far and how and when the items is expected to be closed.
• Items classified as ‘Recommendation for improvement’: Please send a status report presenting what actions
are planned to be taken and by when, or information if no actions on the recommendation are planned.
• Items classified as ‘Comments’: Items in this section are often either minor issues with the FSTD or FSTD
operator’s processes. Please send a status report by the dead line.
• Items related to management system processes: Please open and process these findings in your own
management system in accordance with ORA.GEN.150 and its AMCs. Please remember root cause analysis!
Below is presented an imaginary example (text with italic font) of what format the status report could use. The format of
the status report is free, but it has to clearly indicate what actions the operator has taken to rectify each individual item.
Status report concerning B737 FFS evaluation on 1 Aug 2018
Date of this report: 30 Aug 2018 (revision 1)
Area
Description from
Actions taken
evaluation report
Subjective/
Left hand side dome
Burnt bulb changed. Tested to operate OK.
functional
light is inoperative.
Subjective/
NAV station ident’s
Error was tracked to audio control software. A software modification for system
functional
were not audible
simulation must be prepared. We need support from FFS manufacturer. This issue is
through cockpit
expected to be closed by 20 Sept 2018.
loudspeaker (but
were OK through
headsets).
Objective
Rerun QTG test 2A8
TLA potentiometer was changed and test rerun acceptably. Result is attached.
was out of tolerance.
Maintenance program was updated to monitor condition of the potentiometer.
Management
Preventive
Full details on this finding is in the attached finding report. Short summary:
system
maintenance log
Root cause was identified. As an immediate reaction, monitoring of task status is done
shows that many
through the FSTD maintenance team weekly meeting. Pending actions to be done by 20
tasks are not
Sept 2018: A) Process description in FSTD manual will be revised; B) Audit and
performed.
inspection program will be revised to add oversight on this process.

Deadline

Status

1 Sept 2018

closed on
2 Aug 2018
open

1 Sept 2018

15 Aug 2018
1 Sept 2018

closed on
4 Aug 2018
open

If a further revision(s) to the status report need to be prepared, the same document can be revised so that changed parts
can be easily recognized, for example such as:
Status report concerning B737 FFS evaluation on 1 Aug 2018
Date of this report: 18 Sept 2018 (revision 2)
Area
Description from
Actions taken
evaluation report
Subjective/
Left hand side dome
Burnt bulb changed. Tested to operate OK.
functional
light is not
functioning.
Subjective/
NAV station ident’s
Error was tracked to audio control software. A software modification for system
functional
were not audible
simulation must be prepared. We need support from FFS manufacturer. This issue is
through cockpit
expected to be closed by 20 Sept 2018.
loudspeaker (but
Update on 18 Sept 2018: Software modification was installed and tested by TRI and by
were OK through
maintenance to work correctly.
headsets).
Objective
Rerun QTG test 2A8
TLA potentiometer was changed and test rerun acceptably. Result is attached.
was out of tolerance.
Maintenance program was updated to monitor condition of the potentiometer.
Management
Preventive
Full details on this finding is in the attached finding report. Short summary:
system
maintenance log
Root cause was identified. As an immediate reaction, monitoring of task status is done
shows that many
through the FSTD maintenance team weekly meeting. Pending actions to be done by 20
tasks are not
Sept 2018: A) Process description in FSTD manual will be revised; B) Audit and
performed.
inspection program will be revised to add oversight on this process.

Deadline

Status

1 Sept 2018

closed on
2 Aug 2018

1 Sept 2018
 Deferred to
20 Sept 2018

closed on
18 Sept 2018

15 Aug 2018

closed on
4 Aug 2018
closed on
18 Sept 2018

1 Sept 2018
 Deferred to
20 Sept 2018

Update on 18 Sept 2018: Pending actions were finished. Effectiveness of corrective
actions was verified. Full details are in attached finding report

As can be seen, such a table is a simple tool for the operator to track the actions related to the items, deadlines, etc. This
way also the progress and history of the items can easily be tracked. This is just one example of a status report format.
The FSTD operator is responsible for the corrective actions. Status reports are needed so that Traficom can monitor the
FSTD operator's actions. If the FSTD operator fails to deliver appropriate status reports, Traficom may perform more
oversight (e.g. ad-hoc audit).
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Guidance on configuration control
FSTD operator is required establish appropriate configuration control methods and procedures. See requirements:
• ORA.FSTD.105 item (c): definition of configuration control
• GM1 ORA.FSTD.100 item (m)(2): configuration control procedures should be described in a manual
• ORA.FSTD.110 and AMC1 ORA.FSTD.110 and GM1 ORA.FSTD.110: management of FSTD modifications
• ORA.FSTD.230 and AMC1 ORA.FSTD.230(b): changes to FSTD devices
• AMC1 ORA.FSTD.100 item (c)(1)(xi): CMS audits should cover configuration control procedures
The following list presents elements of an efficient configuration control:
• ARINC report 434-1 chapter 6 presents very good information on efficient configuration control. It is said that a
configuration control system should be established to document each and every change that is made to the
hardware or software of an FSTD. This will allow correlation between changed made and any negative effects
caused by those changed. Proper configuration control will allow recovery back to a known baseline.
• Configuration control for FSTD devices means basically all the actions and (proactive) processes to ensure that
the FSTD software and hardware integrity is continued at the required level. Understanding the technical aspects
of the FSTD device (e.g. real avionics boxes and their compatibility, nature of re-hosted software, etc.) is vital.
• FSTD areas to be covered by configuration control procedures are as a minimum:
o software (e.g. software, system modules, QTG scripts, settings, etc.)
o hardware (e.g. cards, transducers, PC, avionics boxes, motion system parts, etc.)
o visual databases (e.g. specific scenes)
o navigation databases (e.g. FMS, ground station data)
o version changes (i.e. changing FSTD from one configuration to another, if applicable)
• Other areas where configuration control is needed are for example management of customer options.
The main phases of configuration control regarding changes in FSTDs:
1) Development
For example planning and specification of update, then modification of source codes, etc.
2) Acceptance
For example implementation of software into test load to be tested by subject matter expert, SME,
according to documented methods and principles, such as sampling and targeted subjective testing,
QTG testing, testing for software regression, re-emergence of old bugs, etc. The acceptance should
ensure that the modification is validated. This phase nearly always requires engineer’s and pilot’s (e.g.
instructor) perspective in order to determine if changes are minor or major and how they impact.
3) Documentation
Logging of all changes; what has been done, how, why, when and by whom.
4) MQTG revision
MQTG is a living document that represents the current situation of the FSTD. So it is an output of
configuration control process. MQTG shall be revised (and delivered to the authority for approval)
whenever an update affects it. When the authority approves the MQTG change, the associated FSTD
configuration is declared as acceptable. Also MQTG revisions must be traceable.
5) Release to training
The change is implemented in the training load. Software loads should be named in systematic manner
(e.g. 'development load' and only one 'training load'). Software backups and versions (e.g. differences
between software modules and loads, possibility to revert back to older software modules, etc.) should
be managed. Appropriate change logs should be established.
These five main phases must be described in manuals. Responsibilities for the different phases need to be clearly
defined. The operator must know and understand all the changes to the device. Even if it outsources large part of
configuration control to the manufacturer, the operator is still responsible for its device and of the configuration control.
Authority performs oversight on the configuration control. FSTD evaluations are sampling of the device’s condition on a
specific moment. In order to grant the FSTD qualification certificate, the competent authority must have a good reliance
that the FSTD operator is able to maintain the integrity of the device’s hardware and software at the required level and
make changes in the FSTD whenever necessary. Therefore, good and efficient configuration control is essential. It helps
the FSTD operator itself to track changes and to determine root causes for problems. Configuration control can save
effort, time and therefore also money for the FSTD operator.
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FSTD modification checklist template
It recommended that the FSTD operator should establish a checklist that is used and archived for every single FSTD
modification. (See also ARINC report 433-2 paragraph 3.1.5.) The table below can be used as a basis for a checklist on
how all the modifications of an FSTD should be managed:
Task / procedure

Notes and sign-off by the responsible person

1. Description of the update
Description on what is the target of the change and why is
the change performed. Also a description on how the
update is performed.

[notes are written here]

2. Expected effects in simulation
Describe what characteristics are expected to be affected.
List also all the QTG tests that may be affected.
3. Information to the authority (ORA.FSTD.110 para (c))
In case of major modification (see GM1 ORA.FSTD.110),
the authority should be noted well in advance and copy of
the message attached to this checklist.
4. Date(s) of the update work
5. Changed hardware parts
List of changed hardware parts, or ‘N/A’ if not applicable.
6. Changed software modules
List of changed software modules, or ‘N/A’ if not applicable.
7. Functions and subjective testing
Detailed description on what functions and subjective
testing was performed (e.g. what flight phases, maneuvers,
system functions, failures, etc.) and by whom. Testing
should include: a) testing of changes, b) sampling of areas
that should not have been affected, c) regression testing, d)
testing of integration.
8. List of QTG tests performed after the update
All the QTG tests listed in item 2 above should be
performed and ensured to be acceptable. Some sampling
also on other tests should be performed to ensure that
there are no negative effects on those.
9. MQTG revision

10. Logs
All applicable logs are updated

11. Software backup
12. Release to training use
This row is reviewed and signed off by a dedicated person
having the authority to release modifications to training use.
(This row is part of the compliance monitoring.)

Load release notes from the manufacturer are attached:
[ ] Yes / [ ] No
Name, signature and date:
[notes are written here]
Name, signature and date:
Modification is major modification: [ ] Yes / [ ] No
 If yes, authority has been informed: [ ] Yes
Name, signature and date:
The modification work was performed on these dates:
Name, signature and date:
[notes are written here]
Name, signature and date:
[notes are written here]
Name, signature and date:
[notes are written here]
Separate notes on testing are attached: [ ] Yes / [ ] No
Is the scope of the testing adequate:
[ ] Yes / [ ] No
Name, signature and date:
[notes are written here]
Did the update affect any QTG test: [ ] Yes / [ ] No
 If yes, it is a major modification and the authority
must be informed.
Name, signature and date:
Is a MQTG revision needed: [ ] Yes / [ ] N/A
 If yes, is it approved by the authority: [ ] Yes / [ ] No
Name, signature and date:
[notes are written here]
Hardware log has been updated: [ ] Yes / [ ] N/A
Software log has been updated: [ ] Yes / [ ] N/A
Defect log has been updated:
[ ] Yes / [ ] N/A
Name, signature and date:
Is a software backup performed: [ ] Yes / [ ] N/A
Name, signature and date:
Are all items above acceptable:
[ ] Yes / [ ] No
Software load named as ‘Training load’: [ ] Yes / [ ] No
Modification is released to training use: [ ] Yes / [ ] No
Name, signature and date:
 This checklist is archived as the last step.
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Guidance on reporting FSTD modifications to the authority
ORA.FSTD.110 presents information regarding modifications to FSTD. This requirement states that ‘the organisation
shall inform the competent authority in advance of any major changes to determine if the tests carried out are
satisfactory.’ In other words, for example the following hardware or software changes shall be reported to the competent
authority in advance:
• an update that affects the handling of the simulated aircraft
• an update that affects the performance of the simulated aircraft
• systems operation of the simulated aircraft
• any major modifications of the motion
• any major modifications of simulated flight controls
• any major modifications of the visual system (either display or image generation)
If in doubt whether a change is major or minor, please report the modification to Traficom in advance.
See also GM1 ORA.FSTD.110.
In case of such modification please report the following information well in advance to Traficom:
1: FSTD identification code (i.e. what device a change concerns)
2: Information on the nature of the modification:
o A written description of the modification
o A written rationale for the modification (i.e. why it is made)
o Initiative for the modification (e.g. FSTD operator, FSTD manufacturer, aircraft manufacturer or
mandatory change)
o Information on the type of modification, such as:
 validation data, please specify details of the new validation data roadmap (VDR)
 software
 aircraft cockpit
 flight controls
 motion
 visual
 instructor station
 host computer or interface
 other, please specify
3: Information on the modification assessment:
o What areas of simulation are affected, for example:
 aircraft handling
 aircraft performance
 aircraft systems
 other, please specify
o List of affected tests of the MQTG
o Primary reference document (PRD) used for the technical requirements of the modification
4: Information on the modification implementation:
o Who will implement the modification (for example FSTD operator, FSTD manufacturer or contractor)
o When (i.e. on what dates) will the modification be installed
o When (i.e. on what dates / hours) will the modification be assessed by the FSTD operator
o Who (i.e. name and title) will be assessing the modification
Please send the above mentioned information together with any applicable attachments if necessary. Based on this data,
Traficom will decide whether a special evaluation is needed or not. Traficom will also ask to provide further information if
necessary.
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Master Qualification Test Guide (MQTG) and validation data
The Master QTG (MQTG) is a very important documents for the qualification of an FSTD. This page gives guidance on
how the FSTD operator should ensure that the MQTG and associated validation data documents are acceptable. The
principles presented below may help the operator’s in establishing their procedures and manual description on this.
The operator should establish adequate personnel with adequate competencies to work with these documents. The
operator should review the MQTG draft carefully and only when satisfied with it, deliver it to the competent authority.
When the authority is satisfied with the MQTG, it will stamp and sign the document. Further revisions to the MQTG are
likely and the operator should have a robust process to manage the revisions.
Master Qualification Test Guide - MQTG
The operator should carefully check the proposed MQTG, for example on the following aspects:
• Preamble text to include all required information. See whole CS-FSTD(A/H) and especially AMC1
FSTD(A/H).300 (paragraph (a)(6)).
• Statements of compliance as required. See whole CS-FSTD(A/H) and especially Appendix 1 to CS
FSTD(A/H).300.
• That all required tests are included in the MQTG. See CS-FSTD (A/H) ‘Table of FSTD Validation Tests’. See also
VDR to ensure that all listed tests are included.
• That all the tests include the required elements. See whole CS-FSTD(A/H) and especially AMC1 FSTD(A/H).300
(paragraph (a)(6)(ii)(I)) for a summary of the main elements.
• That all tests are within required tolerances.
• That tests comply with CS-FSTD(A/H) and RAeS Aeroplane Flight Simulator Evaluation Handbook Volume I. For
example, the testing methods must ensure integrated testing (see CS-FSTD(A/H) for further information on this).
Validation Data Roadmap - VDR
The basic idea of VDR is to easily see a summary (in matrix format) of the validation data source for each QTG test. For
example, if too many tests (or too many tests in a certain section only) are based on engineering data (instead of flight
test data), the VDR may not be acceptable. The operator should check the VDR to ensure that:
• The VDR has clear revision information.
• The VDR clearly states which organization is responsible for it.
• The VDR includes information on all applicable tests.
• The VDR states all the required information, explanations and rationales. See Appendix 2 to AMC1
FSTD(A/H).300 and especially its paragraph:
“The document should include rationale or explanation in cases where data or parameters are missing,
engineering simulation data are to be used, flight test methods require explanation, etc., together with a
brief narrative describing the cause/effect of any deviation from data requirements. Additionally, the
document should make reference to other appropriate sources of validation data (e.g. sound and vibration
data documents).”
• Requirements of Appendix 7 to AMC1 FSTD(A/H).300 are fulfilled. Very important is the following text in this
requirement telling about the accepted hierarchy of data sources (i.e. 1st flight testing, 2nd engineering simulation,
3rd aircraft performance data, 4th other, such as footprint). Rationales should be clearly presented in the VDR.
• If engineering validation data is to be used, it has to fulfill requirements of AMC7 FSTD(A).300 and AMC8
FSTD(A).300 for aeroplanes and AMC6 FSTD(H).300 and AMC7 FSTD(H).300 for helicopters. Note especially
that the cases must be ‘confined to changes that are incremental in nature and that are both easily understood
and well defined’ and that ‘a representative set of integrated proof-of-match cases’ must be produced.
Engineering report (FNPT only)
CS-FSTD(A/H) presents that the validation data of FNPT must be approved as a separate process. The data and its
sources should be presented in an engineering report. The report should justify how each ‘footprint’ is representative of
the aircraft class.
See AMC1 FSTD(A).300 paragraph (a)(5)(iv) and AMC3 FSTD(A).300 paragraph (b)(4) for aeroplanes. See AMC5
FSTD(H).300 paragraphs (e)(4) and (b)(4) for helicopters.
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Recurrent QTG testing as a process for the FSTD operator
There have been misunderstandings regarding the principles of QTG testing and on the principles of comparing the
results. The following text gives guidance on that area. FSTD operators should have a clear and documented process for
all phases of QTG testing. Text below presents the phases of generation and use of QTG in chronological order.
1. Establish adequate personnel with adequate competencies to work with the QTG. There should be certain
persons who may perform the tests and those who have the authority to approve the results.
2. Review the MQTG draft carefully (see also another page in this leaflet). Ensure that:
• You are satisfied with QTG test results.
• Testing is integrated (e.g. control mode such as ’direct driven’ vs. ’math pilot’).
• The flight control inputs in the tests have a good match with the validation data.
Prepare a statement on the MQTG draft and deliver it to the authority (see AMC1 ORA.FSTD.200).
3. Ensure that the authority approves the MQTG (i.e. stamps & signatures) and that you manage its becoming
revisions appropriately.
4. Divide annual tests to be performed progressively (i.e. at least 4 times a year and tests within different sections
for each quartile). It is recommended to perform or sample some tests in manual mode also (especially tests in
2A section).
5. Recurrent QTG testing should function as a routine process and as a loop:
A. Perform the tests according to the test plan.
B. Analyze the results. Make needed calculations (e.g. for phugoid, visual tests, motion). Make associated
markings on the prints.
C. Compare the results (i.e. initialization & results) with validation data (see AMC1 FSTD(A).300 paragraph
(a)(5)). Parameters with specified tolerances must remain within tolerances and all other parameters must
support the QTG test case also.
• Validation data for FFS is the flight test data (or engineering simulation data). Tolerances are applied
between flight test data and the QTG result.
• Validation data for FNPT is footprint data (i.e. MQTG). Tolerances are applied between QTG result and
the MQTG result.
• Validation data for FTD is the flight test data (or engineering simulation data). For aeroplane FSTDs (see
CS-FSTD(A)), note that for some tests (not all) there are differences between tolerances for initial
(CT&M) and recurrent evaluations (i.e. numerical tolerances applied between QTG and MQTG footprint).
• If the test of FFS or FTD is not within tolerances, compare the result with MQTG. If the QTG is identical
to the MQTG, then the result is OK. So MQTG was initially approved by the authority and if the result
today is identical to MQTG (even though it may be momentarily out of tolerances), then the authority is
still satisfied with the results today.
 Compare the FFS or FTD results to MQTG in every case. If the result has explicitly changed from
MQTG (even if it is still within tolerances), there must be a rationale for the change through the
configuration control (e.g. change of hardware or software). QTG is an objective way to ensure that
configuration control functions! See RAeS ‘Aeroplane Flight Simulator Evaluation Handbook’ Volume 1
paragraph 1.3.1 for more information on this.
D. If the test is not within tolerances, perform it again and/or perform a software reload before next re-run.
(What do you mark in QTG log in case of failed test?) If the result is still poor, try the test in manual test
mode for de-bugging purposes. Write a defect (i.e. ‘snag’) and fix the issue. If a test result is and remains
poor (i.e. out of tolerance), contact the authority. It is always easier than to give that as a surprise to the
authority in the evaluation.
E. Approve the result.  Mark date, signature and other data (e.g. write text ’as in MQTG’) as appropriate.
F. Archive the result.  If archive is electronic, establish back-ups.
G. Continue this loop from item A.
6. CMS makes audits to review the QTG process and checks annual results. Also the authority makes evaluations
and audits to confirm that QTG results and QTG process are satisfactory.
7. Configuration control may need to explain why and when the results have begun to go out of tolerances. It is
important to archive results and make appropriate log entries so that you can revert back to old results and data
when necessary.
8. MQTG is a living document. In case of software or hardware changes, the MQTG may need a revision. Prepare
the revision and deliver that to the authority for approval.
9. Continuous improvement and SMS affect QTG also. Changes to QTG test program may be needed if you
need/want to ensure that some tests give continuously good results (e.g. run certain test 2 times per year instead
of only one time per year to confirm calibration of a certain area). See guidance on SMS in this leaflet.
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Guidance on Performance Based Navigation (PBN) requirements
Aviation has been moving quickly away from conventional navigation solutions (e.g. VOR, NDB) towards performance
based navigation (e.g. GNSS solutions). Therefore, there is a need to give PBN training in FSTDs. The technical FSTD
regulations do not (yet) fully cater PBN aspects, and therefore further guidance is needed. Since the PBN training is
given in FSTDs and the FSTDs must correspond to real aircraft, we can conclude that the criteria for PBN in FSTDs is
basically the same as in real aircraft.
In short, FSTDs should fulfill the technical regulations that concern PBN in real aircraft. And the FSTDs should support all
the training needs. Therefore, please refer to the following regulations:
• EASA Part-SPA, Subpart B gives guidance on PBN flight operations.
• Commission Regulation (EU) 2016/539 amends Part-FCL by implementing PBN training requirements. It
specifically says that training shall be ‘performed in an appropriately equipped FSTD’.
• Annex I to ED Decision 2016/008/R (i.e. AMC and GM to Part-FCL amendment 2) gives details on PBN pilot
training requirements.
• AMC and GM to Part-NCC Amendment 5 gives a good summary on applicable PBN regulations.
• EASA AMC 20:
o EASA AMC 20-4 gives airworthiness requirements on B-RNAV (RNAV-5).
o EASA AMC 20-5 gives old requirements on GPS approaches. It has been superseded by AMC 20-27.
o EASA AMC 20-26 gives airworthiness requirements on RNP AR approach.
o EASA AMC 20-27 gives airworthiness requirements on RNP approach. Notice also EASA’s document
‘Clarifications to AMC 20-27’.
o EASA AMC 20-28 gives airworthiness requirements on LPV approach.
• ICAO Doc 9613 (‘Performance Based Navigation (PBN) Manual’) is the top-level document on which EASA
requirements are based on. There are some subtle differences between EASA and ICAO, so therefore Doc 9613
can be used as reference only.
FSTD flight training elements for PBN are listed in AMC1 SPA.PBN.100. Note that system failures and abnormal
procedures are to be trained also. The FSTD should be capable to support positive training on all required aspects.
Navigation specifications
PBN concept consists of different navigation specifications. Each specification has its own requirements for example
concerning navigation accuracy, what navigation sensors may be used, etc. GM1 SPA.PBN.100 Table 1 shows the
required navigation accuracy (nm) for each navigation specification:

Note that RNP APCH is the name of the navigation specification. Earlier the associated approach charts were named for
example as ‘RNAV (GNSS) Rwy 22L’ approach, but nowadays the charts often say ‘RNP Rwy 22L’. Note that RNP AR
APCH means approaches that are named for example as ‘RNP Rwy 22L’ but where the chart says for example ‘Special
aircrew & aircraft authorization required’. Currently only some aircraft and avionics are certified to RNP AR APCH.
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Guidance on PBN requirements for FSTDs
It is very important that the FSTD uses correct navigation sensors (e.g. GNSS, IRU, DME and VOR and their
combinations such as DME/DME, DME/DME/IRU or DME/VOR) when operating in accordance with a certain navigation
specification. Basically, GNSS is the primary sensor, but other sensors may be used as well, especially in case of system
failures. EASA AMC-20 and ICAO Doc 9613 give detailed information on what sensor is required and if AP/FD is
required to be used. Aircraft’s flight and avionics manuals should state the how the requirements are met.
Historically there have been just two kind of approaches: precision approach (e.g. ILS and the new GBAS Landing
System GLS) and non-precision approach (e.g. VOR, NDB or LOC approach). PBN concept implemented a third kind of
approach: approach procedure with vertical guidance (i.e. APV). APV utilizes lateral and vertical guidance to the pilots,
but is not as accurate as precision approach.
RNP APCH can be performed by using different procedures and different technologies (e.g. LNAV, LP, LNAV/VNAV,
LPV). These have different approach minima, as presented in the approach chart. All the associated functions should
function correctly in the FSTD. The FSTD operator should apply for each RNP APCH minima that is requested to be
added to FSTD qualification certificate. Each different procedure has different indications and functionalities:
• LNAV means lateral navigation (e.g. by CDI). RNP APCH to LNAV minima is a non-precision approach. It is
expected to be flown as continuous descent final approach (CDFA) whenever possible.
• LP means localizer performance with the space based augmentation system (SBAS) such as EGNOS, WAAS,
MSAS or GAGAN. Guidance is only lateral. RNP APCH to LP minima is a non-precision approach.
• LNAV/VNAV means approach with both lateral and vertical guidance. VNAV guidance may be based on
barometric air pressure (‘Baro-VNAV’ or ‘APV-baro’) or SBAS (see EASA's document 'Clarifications to AMC 2027'). RNP APCH to LNAV/VNAV minima is an APV approach.
• LPV means localizer performance with vertical guidance, i.e. approach with both lateral and vertical guidance
with the space based augmentation system (SBAS). RNP APCH to LPV minima is an APV approach.
RNP APCH
Lateral guidance only

LNAV

LP

With vertical guidance (APV)

LNAV/VNAV

LPV

If any navigation specification (such as RNP APCH or RNP AR APCH) are requested to be added to the FSTD
qualification certificate, the FSTD operator should demonstrate to the authority that:
1. Requirements of applicable EASA AMC-20 are fulfilled. Note that a re-hosted FMS or a real aircraft box are
often more likely to function correctly. But fully simulated panel mounted GPS units often do not have all the
required features and can’t be qualified for example to RNP APCH but only for en-route navigation.
2. Manuals of the simulated aircraft and avionics (e.g. AFM, FCOM, etc.) indicate that the applied navigation
specification is certified for the real aircraft configuration.
3. Operation and indications of systems are correct in normal and abnormal situations (including engine failure
during approach) in all flight phases (i.e. well documented functions and subjective testing) and in accordance
with the flight and avionics manuals.
4. There are selectable system failures (e.g. loss of navigation accuracy, RAIM, etc.) with correct indications (e.g.
not only an ‘RNP CAPABILITY LOST’ message, but also all the associated FMS pages show associated
changes such as increased estimated position uncertainty and changed coordinates) and with FDE function
where installed. Reversion of modes should function in accordance with the flight and avionics manuals and
above mentioned regulations.
5. Simulated atmosphere is correct. Baro-VNAV approaches have a lowest allowed outside air temperature, since
the temperature affects the approach angle.
6. The barometric altimeter temperature error should be simulated.
7. Integration of different avionics systems (e.g. integration between FMS and AP/FD, synoptics, etc.) is correct.
8. Integration of the whole FSTD (e.g. alignment of visual system and approach track).
9. Databases are managed to keep them current. Users of the FSTD are informed on what approaches are
available (e.g. often either the FMS or visual database support only a limited number of RNP approaches).
10. Recurrent functions and subjective testing checks PBN in the future also.
11. FSTD operator’s personnel who perform the testing should have adequate competence.
Note that RNP AR APCH is the highest PBN capability. Those approaches are mainly meant for challenging approaches
to airports with dangerous obstacles (e.g. Innsbruck, LOWI). Note that there are different criteria for RNP AR APCH if the
required navigation accuracy is 0.3 nm or below that. FSTDs should be tested to each applied accuracy. EASA’s
principle is that RNP AR APCH can be added to FSTD qualification certificate only if the EGPWS system is a real aircraft
system. In other words, EASA does not allow software simulated EGPWS systems to be used with RNP AR APCH.
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Continuous oversight performed by Traficom
When Traficom grants an FSTD qualification certificate, Traficom begins a process of continuous oversight of the device
and of the FSTD operator. Due to this, the operator should be prepared for these three items:
• unannounced inspections
• certain documents to be sent to Traficom on a semi-annual basis
• ad-hoc audits and/or evaluations (only if needed)
The unannounced inspections do not normally include flying with the FSTD, but are mainly targeted on the
documentation and procedures (e.g. QTG, tech log, complaints, configuration control, reliability data, management
system, etc.). These inspections are intended to last for a short time.
Ad-hoc audits and/or evaluations will be performed only if certain indicators show that the operator’s compliance with
regulations is under question. Basically if the operator has a successful record on Traficom’s evaluations and audits and
inspections, these ad-hoc inspections are not needed.
Traficom requests all the Finnish FSTD operators to send the following documents for each FSTD device twice a year:
1. List of target and running dates of recurrent QTG tests (for the last 6 months or for the whole year however more
convenient for the operator) and status of the tests (e.g. ‘OK’ or ‘out of tolerance’) and comments if any (e.g. plans of
actions for out of tolerance tests).
2. Copy of the hardware and software update / change logs of the device.
3. Reliability data month by month: training hours, number of complaints mentioned in the technical log, training hours
lost, availability rate, summary of complaints per ATA and FSTD main sections (see AMC2 ORA.FSTD.100 and
ARINC report 433).
4. List of open technical defects that are open at the time of preparing the report.
5. Only for FTD, FNPT and BITD devices: Log of all technical defects (i.e. customer complaints and possible open
defects from operator’s subjective testing including maintenance actions and closure dates) of the device.
The documents should include information regarding at least the last 6 months (i.e. from previous evaluation).
The above mentioned documents can be sent to Traficom as they are. In other words, there is no need to create a new
separate document for this reporting. Therefore sending of this data should be an easy and quick task. Traficom will
present questions related to the data if necessary.
The above mentioned documents should be sent 6 months after the latest recurrent evaluation performed by Traficom. It
is recommended to add a reminder to calendar for sending this data so that Traficom does not have to separately ask for
it.
Your co-operation is well appreciated. Please do not hesitate to present questions to Traficom on these.
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Guidance on compliance management system (CMS) for FSTD operator
ORA.GEN.200 requires the FSTD operator to have a management system. The management system shall have a
function to monitor compliance of the organization with the relevant requirements (ORA.GEN.200 paragraph (a)(6)).
Such a function is generally known as a compliance management system (CMS).
Part-ORA and its AMCs and GMs represent the processes that the FSTD operator should establish. Especially GM1
ORA.FSTD.100 lists and describes these processes. It can be said that the core processes of the FSTD operator are:
1) Management system processes (i.e. compliance monitoring and safety management system, see requirements
in ORA.GEN). This includes processes such as auditing, inspections, review board meetings, risk identification
and mitigation and so on.
2) QTG management process
3) Functions and subjective testing (i.e. 'fly-outs') process
4) Configuration control (see ARINC report 434-1 chapter 6 and report 433-2 paragraph 3.1.5)
5) Preventive maintenance (see ARINC report 434-1 chapter 7)
6) Defect rectification (i.e. 'snag' handling, i.e. reactive maintenance, see ARINC report 434-1 chapter 8)
7) Reliability analysis (see ARINC report 433-2)
8) Personnel training and maintenance of their competency (see ARINC report 432)
9) Safety instructions for personnel and users
10) Spares and tools management
11) Manual administration and document control
12) Reporting to the authority (e.g. accidents, planned major modifications, lengthened technical problems, etc.)
13) Preparations for evaluations
(The list above includes references to ARINC reports that represent good information and guidance on what is the
purpose and expected elements of those processes. It is recommended to familiarize with those documents.)
The main elements of these processes are listed on the following pages of this leaflet.
The CMS should monitor the compliance and measure the effectiveness of these processes. Compliance is monitored
for example by performing inspections and audits (see GM3 ORA.GEN.200(a)(6)). The auditors should be competent
and independent. In other words, the audits must be carried out by persons not responsible for the function, procedure or
products being audited. Note that FSTD processes include special functions that are not so common within other aviation
domains. For example software configuration control can be considered as such and requires special expertise. It is
important that the auditor has competency to audit the processes.
The core processes should be described in a procedures manual (see AMC1 ORA.GEN.200(a)(5) paragraph (b) and
GM1 ORA.FSTD.100 paragraph (m)). The manuals and process descriptions should be unambiguous and clear. It is
encouraged to use text, checklists and process charts as applicable and suitable for the process in question. Detailed
process descriptions help ensuring that personnel know what and how is expected to be done.
Traficom audits the FSTD operators. Intervals between the audits is defined by the results of all the oversight that
Traficom performs. The audit dates are announced and agreed well in advance. Traficom’s audits are targeted at the
above listed processes. Auditing includes discussion, interviews, document sampling, etc. The operator should be able to
show evidence on how each process is functioning and how their efficiency has developed. Traficom prepares an audit
report and delivers it to the FSTD operator. In case of findings, the audit report represents deadlines for corrective
actions.
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Guidance on FSTD operator’s processes
Previous page lists the FSTD operator’s expected processes. The table below shows further characteristics and
elements of those processes. The table below should help auditors in determining if the expected elements have been
established. The elements should be described in manuals.
Process
Management
system (CMS
and SMS)

Purpose of the
process
To oversee all
actions and to
proactively
identify potential
weaknesses and
ensure corrective
actions.

QTG
management

To objectively
show that the
FSTD meets the
required
tolerances.

Functions and
subjective
testing

To test the device
in various
conditions to see
if the device feels
and functions as
expected.

Configuration
control

To ensure the
continued integrity
of the hardware
and software.
Find correlation
between changes
and negative
effects caused by
changes. Recover
back to baseline.
Maintenance and
servicing to
minimize intraining faults and
subsequent lost
training time.

Preventive
maintenance

Important elements needed to accomplish the process
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Applicable standards and requirements (and their distribution to personnel)
Policy
Objectives, targets and how they are being measured
Organisation and required resources
Oversight plan (including oversight of subcontractors if applicable)
Audits and inspections
Management of change
Hazard identification and mitigation
Root cause analysis
Corrective actions
Reporting (by anyone at any time) and handling of reports
Management reviews/meetings
Declaration of responsibilities and accountabilities
Just culture
Continuous improvement
Emergency response
Competency to perform and analyse tests
MQTG and management of its revisions
Test schedule
Test acceptance methods
Archiving of results
Process description (including what to do if test is out of tolerances)
Regulations easily available (e.g. PRD and RAeS guidance manual)
Clear responsibilities
Competency to perform tests
Annual plan for fly-outs
Pilot briefing methods (testing purpose & criteria)
Process description and responses (e.g. composition of team)
Program / checklist for fly-outs
Log / records of fly-outs
Development of change (e.g. specification and planning)
Acceptance & testing of updates
Log of changes (who, when, why, what, how…)
Documentation of performed testing
List of installed and compatible parts
Checklists and work instructions (version change, visual database update,
etc.)
Software backups
Competency to perform tasks
Maintenance program (e.g. weekly, monthly, annual, 5 year, aging
components)
Maintenance manuals, wiring diagrams, parts catalogue, etc…
Daily readiness check (process, checklist, log, training for persons…)
Log of performed periodic maintenance
Constant reviewing of program/schedule (e.g. add items or decrease
intervals)
Software backups
Tools

Table continues on the next page.
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Table continues from the previous page.
Process
Defect
rectification

Purpose of the
process
To return a failed
system to
acceptable status
with a
methodological
approach.

Reliability
analysis

To identify any
system(s) having
reliability
problems and
needing
maintenance.

Personnel
training and
maintenance
of their
competency
Safety
instructions for
personnel and
users

To ensure that
personnel is
competent to
perform their
tasks.
To ensure that all
persons are
aware of safety in
the vicinity of an
FSTD.

Spares and
tool
management

To have
structured
methods on
spares and tools.

Manual
administration
and document
control

To have a
structured method
for documentation
of processes and
procedures, and
for document
retention.

Reporting to
the authority

To share all
applicable
information with
the authority.

Preparations
for evaluations

To be ready to
demonstrate to
the authority that
the FSTD can be
qualified.

Important elements needed to accomplish the process
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Competency to perform tasks
Log of all defects (including maintenance actions on them)
Diagnostics tool (detect and log failures of subsystems)
Classification of defects (major/minor, training impact…)
Defect deferral procedure
List of open defects
Principles of pilot testing (when necessary)
Authorization to sign off (i.e. clear) defects
Process description (including debugging principles)
Statistics of downtime, availability, snags per ATA/LRU, etc.
User quality ratings
Responsible person to gather data
Trend analysis
Data assessment by appropriate persons (e.g. management meeting)
Frequency of data review
Required competencies (consider aircraft types and age of FSTDs)
List of required initial and recurrent trainings
Internal training material ready and available

•
•
•
•
•

Placards, signs, exit route markings, safety zones
Fire detection & extinguishing equipment, etc.
Presentation/briefing for the users
Log of given safety briefings
Training for maintenance personnel (harnesses, lifting devices, workshop,
etc.)
Periodic testing of emergency response plan (ERP)
List of critical spares to be maintained in stock all the time
Separation methods between new, failed and repaired parts (e.g.
placards/shelfs)
Testing methods of repaired parts
Periodic checking of manufacturer’s availability of spares (to avoid
obsolescence)
Responsibilities on who should update stock (purchasing, log, etc.)
List and log of tools to be calibrated
Responsible persons for tool calibration process
Management system manual
FSTD procedures manual with description of each core process
Document archive
Data retention for required period
Backups of electronic data
Policy for document identification (i.e. dates, logo, revision markings…)
Authorized persons to publish/revise manuals, work instructions, logs, etc.
Clear responsibilities (e.g. who send the information)
Criteria on when to report prolonged defects/problems
Manual description on what and when to report
Checklists (e.g. for configuration control) have reminders to report when
applicable
Sending application and agreeing on dates well in advance
Calendar reservations to FSTD and personnel
Preparations for dossier (see GM3 ORA.FSTD.100)
Responsible person for presenting the dossier to the evaluation team
Procedures to check that the device and documentation are ready
Procedures to coordinate the process (e.g. checklist, communications, etc.)
Preparedness for corrective actions (e.g. enough maintenance time)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Guidance on safety management system (SMS) for FSTD operator
It is acknowledged that SMS is a fairly new issue especially for the FSTD industry. Traficom has prepared the below
mentioned guidelines to help the Finnish FSTD operators to know what Traficom expects from SMS of FSTD operators.
Definitions
SMS is a (safety and business oriented) hazard identification, risk assessment and hazard mitigation and avoidance
system while CMS is an independent system that measures how effectively management system (including SMS) is
functioning. Both of these are part of the whole management (MS) system of the operator. CMS is clearly described and
required by AMC1 ORA.GEN.200(a)(6). SMS is clearly described and required by AMC1 ORA.GEN.200(a)(3). The
required SMS is in line with ICAO’s SMS standards (see EASA’s explanatory note to Part-ORA, Decision 2012/007/R).
Regulation (EC) No 216/2008 Annex III item 3.a.1.ii states: “A training organization providing pilot training must meet the
following requirements: implement and maintain a management system relating to safety and the standard of training,
and aim for continuous improvement of this system.” So operators must have both SMS and CMS systems and they
must target at continuous improvement.
SMS contents for FSTD operator
Note that the SMS for an FSTD operator may and should include items from anything around the FSTD business. The
idea of the SMS is to build a business approach to safety. Most often when the financial risks are reduced, also the risks
of accidents and/or negative training are reduced. Hazards can’t be fully eliminated but mitigation actions should reduce
hazards to an acceptable level.
Note that SMS is concentrated heavily on human error, i.e. to develop processes so that the number of human errors
would decrease and that occasional single human errors would not result in a catastrophe. In FSTD domain, the SMS
should also concentrate on the technical aspect (e.g. reliability) of the device.
Safety of the pilots and maintenance personnel in the simulator environment is basically already covered by the local
national health and safety regulations and by performing safety feature checks and preventive maintenance. So the SMS
should not concentrate only on those items. But if hazards are recognized with those, then risks should be mitigated.
There are no real flight operations in FSTD devices. So real flight safety is not directly at risk on FSTD flights. But if the
pilots receive negative training in an FSTD, their flight safety in real aircraft may be endangered after FSTD training.
Negative training means that if the pilots learn wrong skills or procedures (e.g. due to FSTD limitations or problems), they
will apparently use those skills or procedures in real aircraft which again (might) endanger flight safety. The avoidance of
negative training should be highlighted and emphasized by the SMS. So SMS should relate to training delivery. See
official definition of negative training’ and ‘negative transfer of training’ from GM11, Annex I to ED Decision 2015/012/R.
Hazards for negative training can be for example: 1) errors/limitations in system simulation (e.g. wrong electrical
distribution, diverging AP, wrong EFIS symbols, etc.), 2) wrong feel of cockpit hardware, 3) wrong handling cues such as
wrong control forces, 4) mismatches between visual database and charts, 5) wrong cues of motion system, and so on.
Identified hazards can be related to existing or potential conditions that might cause negative training and an aviation
accident or incident in the future. Risk severity and likelihood for negative training hazards can most often only be
estimated (i.e. and educated guess). Experienced instructors could be considered as experts to estimate these.
Flight operators and FSTD operators are encouraged to exchange information related to identified hazards. For example,
identified FDM problem areas might interest FSTD operator to check if the FSTD functions well in those areas.
SMS coverage of the whole organization
SMS for an operator should be an ‘umbrella’. In other words, SMS should extend to cover the whole operator and all its
parts and actions. In addition, SMS should cover also the actions of subcontractors. SMS should have access and
receive data from all other actions (e.g. reliability data, complaints, quality reports, audit reports, QTG results, subjective
and function test results, authority’s reports and letters, log data, management review records, manuals, anonymous
reports, etc.). Based on all the information available, SMS should identify hazards and determine the associated risks
and define the required mitigation actions. This process is continuous and should be effective. Oversized, too complex or
excessive mitigation actions are not desirable since they increase the risk of further human error (or ‘practical drift’).
Effectiveness of SMS should not be measured (by CMS or by the authority) by the sole number of how many hazards
SMS has recognized. Instead, the effectiveness should be measured by analyzing the whole SMS as a process: does it
concentrate on most relevant hazards first, is the whole process clear, is the risk assessment appropriate, do the
mitigation actions work as planned, etc.
Whenever possible, SMS mitigation actions should use the already existing processes (e.g. to edit preventive
maintenance program or to perform QTG tests or subjective tests more often). So it is not (always) necessary to start a
completely new process to perform some mitigation actions.
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Examples on SMS actions for FSTD operator
To better describe the avoidance of negative training, the following imaginary examples are presented below:
Example 1:
An FSTD operator operates an older full flight simulator. The reliability data (as prepared according to ARINC Doc 433)
shows that there are sometimes severe problems with calibration of control loading. This leads to long interrupts in
training due to maintenance actions and ordering of spare parts.
SMS is able to recognize this problem due to the input from reliability data. SMS recognized that these issues lead to a
risk of financial losses and also on negative training since wrong control forces give totally wrong cues for the pilots.
(Note that the error in calibration develops gradually and not in an instant.) So this issue is a hazard to the operator.
SMS determines that as mitigation actions, the spare parts stock must continuously have more parts for the control
loading system. In addition, the SMS determines that certain control loading tests (for the channel in question) must be
performed with an interval of 3 months (instead of the interval of 12 months required by regulations). Also the preventive
maintenance program is changed to include cleaning and checking of certain potentiometers of the control loading
system. In addition, this issue is emphasized on the daily readiness test.
This way the operator is continuously monitoring the calibration of the control loading and can take further actions if any
hints of calibration issues are noticed. (Note that it is quicker and cheaper to fix the calibration problem when it is has not
yet developed into a severe problem.) In a long run, in this example SMS saves money and also at the same time
reduces the risk of negative training! CMS is able to measure the effectiveness of the mitigation actions for example by
checking the spare parts stock and QTG results.
Example 2:
An FSTD operator operates several full flight simulators from different manufacturers and of different age. During the last
year, there have been several complaints about the behavior of some simulators. Even though the complaints have been
on different simulators and on different systems, the root cause analyses have showed that all these complaints have
been caused by loading the wrong software load (i.e. software version) on the simulator’s host computer.
Due to the received complaints and due to the root cause analysis, SMS is able to recognize that the configuration
control procedures are not working correctly. SMS recognizes that the risk of such problems is some training time losses
and weakening of the operator’s reputation (i.e. both cause financial losses). SMS also recognizes that such problems
can cause noticeable negative training.
SMS determines that as mitigation actions, the operator must edit the names of the software loads so that there would be
no space for confusion on the appropriate software load for training purposes. Therefore all the valid training loads in all
the devices are renamed as ‘Active training load’. In addition, SMS determines as another mitigation action that written
instructions for maintenance staff for the loading of the host computer and also for the whole configuration control
process are prepared.
This way the operator is reducing the probability of further mistakes of loading the wrong software load. SMS saves
money and prevents negative training. CMS is able to measure the effectiveness of the mitigation actions by doing
random checks on the loaded host software load versions and by checking the configuration log system. Also, CMS
checks if in the future similar complaints are appearing again.
Example 3:
An FNPT has an approved and installed autopilot (AP). The users report occasional cases where the AP has been
unable to couple to approach mode or has started diverging oscillations during approach. It is recognized that such
behavior can result in negative training.
It is noted that the problem disappears after reloading the device’s software. The problem is moved to hold items list
(HIL) and the root cause is investigated with the help of the FSTD manufacturer. In the meanwhile the daily readiness
check program of the FNPT is modified so that the use of AP is tested daily by the instructors before daily training
sessions. And the information in HIL is of course briefed to students so that they are aware of occasional problems.
Example 4:
An operator purchases a new FTD device. During the first year of its use there are multiple new software loads released
by the manufacturer. The operator notices that new software loads often re-emerge old faults that were corrected in
earlier loads. While individual faults are classified as minor, the SMS determines that in overall there is a major problem
with the configuration control and that there is a risk of negative training in the future if such problems continue.
The operator audits the manufacturer’s configuration control procedures and requires corrective actions. The operator
requires better documentation (e.g. change logs) for each new load. The operator also establishes more effective
software update testing procedures for itself to carefully test each software load before they are released to training use.
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Examples on SMS risk assessment by using bowtie method
Safety management system (SMS) should identify the risks and take actions to mitigate them. While multiple methods for
this are available, one popular method is to use a so called bowtie. It is a graphical method where it is easy to see causal
connections, i.e. what may leads to undesired consequences. The bowtie is a group of elements that together slightly
resemble a shape of men’s bowtie.
Lots of very good and detailed information on bowties can be found at: https://www.caa.co.uk/Safety-Initiatives-andResources/Working-with-industry/Bowtie/
Main elements of a bowtie are presented below. The bowtie is prepared by first considering the hazard and top event
which means the point when loss of control is lost over the hazard, i.e. the moment when things have failed so that an
accident is possible. The hazard and bowtie are drawn into the middle. Then the possible triggering factors (i.e. threats)
are considered and drawn on the left. Each threat is mitigated by coming up with certain preventive controls. These can
be for example processes, equipment, etc. The possible outcomes (i.e. consequences) are drawn to the right. And again,
certain recovery controls are decided. Their purpose is to re-gain control of the system once the control has been lost
during the top event. While this certainly sounds abstract, the bowties on the following pages clarify the concept.

Hazard

Threat

Consequence
Control
Control
Control
Threat

Control

Control

Control
Top event
Control
Control

Control

Control

Threat

Threats
Possible causes that
may result in a
hazard by allowing
top event to happen.

Consequence

Prevention controls
Measures taken to act
against undesirable
outcomes.

Hazard and top event

Hazard is an activity with the
potential of an undesired
consequence. Top event is the
point when loss of control is
lost over the hazard.

Recovery controls

How the scenario is
managed to prevent
accident from happening.

Consequences

Undesirable events that
may result.

Traficom has prepared bowtie analyses on some of the important FSTD associated risks. Some of these bowties have
been reviewed and expanded together with Finnish FSTD operators. Such co-operation between authority and operators
is vital to ensure that all associated organization know how they can and should enhance safety. The bowties below
surely are not fully comprehensive, but give some ideas on how the FSTD operator, ATO and authority affect safety and
how important all FSTD operator’s processes are to maintain safety.
It is important to understand that the regulations present only the minimum requirement. The operators should review
their risks and strengthen their processes (i.e. do more than just the minimum requirement) to ensure that risks are
mitigated. This could mean for example performing certain tests more often than what the requirements state. It is
strongly recommended to acquire ARINC Report 434-1 ‘Synthetic Training Device (STD) – Life Cycle Support’ which
presents valuable information on how to maintain an FSTD operational.
Bowties below have very small font size to accommodate them into this paper. Text can be seen better by zooming in.
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Note that the bowtie examples below show just high level elements. An FSTD operator should always meet the minimum
requirements. And the purpose of SMS is to strengthen and take maximum benefit from all the elements and processes.
In other words, an FSTD operator’s SMS should find methods how to modify the controls (i.e. grey boxes) to exceed
minimum requirements and mitigate risks. Remember that risks are always different for each FSTD operator, building,
device type, etc. Therefore, consider the bowties below only as examples on high level elements that should be further
considered in detailed level. For example, the minimum requirement for a daily readiness check can be easily fulfilled.
But to really ensure that negative training of an individual FSTD in question is mitigated, it should be considered what
exact actions (e.g. daily calibration, monthly lubrication, etc.) should be done and how (e.g. a maintenance tasks and a
checklist) and by whom (i.e. trained and competent maintenance representatives). The details and weaknesses of each
FSTD and process should be considered and then actions should be taken to strengthen those.
Bowties below show only a few examples. Operator’s should consider also all other hazards (e.g. in separate bowties)
such as related to installation of new FSTD, changes in organization and so on.
Bowtie on the risk of FSTD defect that has not yet been recognized

Testing

Preventive

New
maintenance
sudden Effective program
that is being
FSTD
revised and
customized for
defect
each FSTD.

Effective test
program that
is customized
for the
individual
FSTD (e.g.
critical QTG
tests are
performed
more often
than min
requirement).

Enough
maintenance
and testing
time is
reserved.

Software
loads

FSTD
change
results in
a defect

Test and
training
loads are
separate.
Back-ups
allow
restoration
to a known
good load.

Defect
reports

Instructor

Instructor should
discuss with the
student in
debriefing if
there were any
technical concern
on the FSTD.

Simple and
effective
system that
encourages
to report all
concerns

Reliability
analysis

New FSTD is
tested
carefully.
Recurrent
testing
process is
clear and
efficient
(e.g. pushing
the limits of
the device).

Defect
rectification
process

FSTD metrics
expose
potential
weak spots.

Quick and
effective
process.

Training
process

Instructor

Instructor should
discuss with the
student in
debriefing if
there were any
technical concern
on the FSTD.

Clear records and
management to
re-do those
training items
that were missed
due to defect(s).

Some training item(s) can’t be
finished because the training
was interrupted when the
defect was noticed

Safety
management
system (SMS)

Monitoring
and
measuring
regularly all
relevant
matters (e.g.
power unit
outputs,
visual
brightness,
training
hours, etc.)
to identify
deteriorating
systems.

Test
program

Time
planning

Inadequate
testing of
FSTD

Help users
understand that
defects do occur
and they should
be noted in
training and
reported.

Improper pilot
training
in an FSTD
due to a defect

Trends

Testing

Slowly
developing
defect

Effective
QTG,
subjective &
functions
testing and
daily
readiness
testing.

User
briefings

Preventive
maintenance

Partners

Competency
Test personnel
have adequate
competencies.
Test personnel
changes to
avoid bias and
complacency.

Subcontractors

Records

Clear
documents
of all testing
to know if
something
was tested
or not.

Processes to
ensure
compliance of
sub-contractors
(e.g.
manufacturer).
Documentation
to confirm all
changes made to
FSTD by subcontractors.

Configuration
control
Process is well
understood,
documented and
followed
effectively.

Records

Advices from
manufacturer
and other
operators on
risky systems.

Effective program
that is being
revised and
customized for
each FSTD..

Test
program

Testing after
an update is
targeted at
appropriate
matters (i.e.
not only
testing of
changes, but
integration
testing and
sampling of
everything).

Clear
documents
of all testing.

FSTD defect
that has not
yet been
recognized

Authority’s
oversight

User organisations
report to FSTD
operator those
areas where new
pilots have
difficulties. FSTD
operator’s SMS
decides to change
processes to
ensure FSTD’s
correct
functioning on
those areas.

User
competency

Users should
understand that
an FSTD is never
exactly as the
real aircraft.

Pilot
theory
training
Good
training
reduces
risk.

Proficiency
checks and
flying under
supervision

Instructor

Notes where
the student is
having
problems.

Ensure that
pilots are
competent.

Defect is not recognized and
the pilot gets a wrong
impression on how the real
aircraft functions (i.e. negative
transfer of training)

Safety
management
system (SMS)

Authority’s
performance
based
oversight (e.g.
targeted audits
and
evaluations)
on compliance.

User organisations
report to FSTD
operator those
areas where new
pilots have
difficulties. FSTD
operator’s SMS
decides to change
processes to
ensure FSTD’s
correct
functioning on
those areas.

User info

Users are
informed
about
changes and
it is further
encouraged
to report any
concerns or
defects.

User
competency

Users should
understand that
an FSTD is never
exactly as the
real aircraft.

Pilot
theory
training
Good
training
reduces
risk.

Instructor

Notes where
the student is
having
problems.

Proficiency
checks and
flying under
supervision
Ensure that
pilots are
competent.

Defect is not recognized and
the pilot acts in wrong manner
in the real aircraft (i.e.
negative training)

Bowtie on the risk of FSTD defect that has been recognized but not yet corrected
Sub-contractor
actions are
pending

Contracts

Contracts with sub-contractor
are prepared in advance to
ensure adequate and timely
support (with warranty) when
needed.

Spare part
stock

Spare part not
available

Spare part stock is
decided by
considering critical
and consumable
parts. Availability of
other parts is
reviewed
periodically.

Sources and
contacts

Sources of possible
spare part
suppliers (and
logistics) is listed
in advance to
know where to
seek for parts.

So many open
Defect
defects in the log management
A clear and
that the FSTD
documented process
maintenance is
on classifying and
choking
prioritizing defects.
User has
reported a
defect but its
description is
inaccurate

Defect log
system is
not used

User guidance

Users are briefed
on what kind of
information is vital
for maintenance
(e.g. flight phase,
GW, CG, flaps, IAS,
ALT, AP, failures,
etc.)

User
interface of
the log

An easy to use
defect log user
interface supports
both maintenance
and users and
encourages to use
it.

Maintenance
time

Adequate
maintenance time
is reserved.

A defect is closed
on a too low basis
and the defect is
still (partially)
affecting training

Repairing

By repairing a
failed part, a
spare part
may not be
needed.

Parts are considered
before they are
discontinued in the
market.

Preventive
maintenance

Preventive
maintenance
reduces the
number of defects.

Resources

Improper pilot
training
in an FSTD
due to a defect

Defect
rectification
process
Quick and
effective
process.

Adequate and
competent
human
resources.

Training
process

Clear records and
management to
re-do those
training items
that were missed
due to defect(s).

Some training item(s) can’t be
performed due to the defect

Contacts

Maintenance asks
users for more
information when
necessary.

User
guidance

Users are
briefed on
how to use
the defect
log system.
Written user
guide is
easily
available.

Responsibilities
Clear responsibilities
of engineering and
maintenance
personnel on who,
when and how
manages the log.

Confusion caused
by multiple sources Unambiguous
system
of defect
One defect log system
information (e.g.
as the only source of
bulletin board, email,
verbal message, defect
log, etc.)

Obsolescence
management

information.

Defect rectification
process

A clear and documented
process on who, how and
when has the authority to
close a defect (e.g. pilot’s
assessment is often vital).

Safety
management
system (SMS)

Inspections
& audits

CMS performs
compliance
inspections to
review the open
defects and their
classification.
CMS audits the
whole process.

Maintenance
effectiveness
When defect log
entries are
managed well,
the users see it
as valuable to
make defect
reports (by using
official log).

Inspections
& audits

CMS performs
compliance
inspections to
review the closed
defects and their
basis. CMS audits
the whole
process.

Competency

Maintenance and
engineering
personnel are
trained and
competent.

FSTD defect
that has been
recognized
but not yet
corrected

User organisations
report to FSTD
operator those
areas where new
pilots have
difficulties. FSTD
operator’s SMS
decides to change
processes to
ensure FSTD’s
correct
functioning on
those areas.

User
competency

Users should
understand that
an FSTD is never
exactly as the
real aircraft.

Pilot
theory
training
Good
training
reduces
risk.

Instructor

Notes where
the student is
having
problems.

Proficiency
checks and
flying under
supervision
Ensure that
pilots are
competent.

Because of the defect, the
student pilot gets a wrong
impression on how the real
aircraft functions (i.e. negative
transfer of training)

Safety
management
system (SMS)
User organisations
report to FSTD
operator those
areas where new
pilots have
difficulties. FSTD
operator’s SMS
decides to change
processes to
ensure FSTD’s
correct
functioning on
those areas.

User
competency

Users should
understand that
an FSTD is never
exactly as the
real aircraft.

Pilot
theory
training
Good
training
reduces
risk.

Instructor

Notes where
the student is
having
problems.

Proficiency
checks and
flying under
supervision
Ensure that
pilots are
competent.

Because of the defect, the
student pilot acts in wrong
manner in the real aircraft (i.e.
negative training)
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Bowtie on the risk of FSTD modification failure
Documents

Configuration
Software
modification control
process
or setting
Robust and
does not
described process
on all aspects of
function as
configuration
expected
control.

Culture &
process

Device
driver
corrupts

Personnel
competency
ensures that
testing of
modifications is
done
appropriately.

Inspections
CMS performs
compliance
inspections to
review if the
software
matches the
configuration
control logs.

A culture of
strictly adhering
to published
processed. This
minimizes the
chance of
undocumented
changes.

Unconscious
software
modification
or setting

Disabling OS
updates
Automatic
updates are
disabled to
prevent
unexpected
functioning.

Documentation
shows details
of each
modification
(e.g.
specification,
what was
changed, etc.)
regardless if it
operator’s own
or subcontractors
modification.
Logs show all
changes, their
approval, etc.

Competency

Configuration
list

A comprehensive
list shows all
software versions,
parameters, etc.
and allows quick
debugging when
needed.

Subcontractor
audits
CMS audits the
sub-contractors
processes to
ensure that they
will not make
undocumented
modifications.

Virus or
malware

Incompatible
hardware
part

Mistake
during
version
change

Firewall

Effective
firewall for
the whole
company.

Preventive
maintenance

Effective program
reduces the
probability of
hardware
failures.

Work
instructions

Clear work
instructions and
checklists are
used to ensure
that all tasks are
done and
checked
correctly.

Test and
training
loads are
separate.
Back-ups
allow
restoration
to a known
good load.

User
privileges
User
privileges
prevents
wrong
persons to
make
changes to
FSTD
systems.

Competent
authority
serves as an
extra barrier
to ensure
that
modifications
are managed
and
inspected.

User
feedback

Monitoring of
defect
statistics is
emphasized
after each
modification.
User
feedback
may be
asked
separately.

Backups

Improper pilot
training
in an FSTD
due to a defect

Back-ups
allow
restoration
to a known
good load.

Competency

Maintenance
personnel have
adequate
competencies to
identify
compatible parts
by using
catalogs, part
numbers, etc.

Maintenance
planning
Enough
maintenance
time is reserved
after updates to
solve arising
problems during
modification.

Preventive
maintenance

Effective program
that is being
revised and
customized to
notice all
modifications.

Maintenance
reactiveness

Network
access
Completely
isolate
FSTD from
network
(e.g.
remove
network
cable),

Virtual private
network
reduced the
risk of virus
attacks.

A culture of
strictly adhering
to published
processed.

Software
loads

Authority

Back-ups
allow
restoration
to a known
good load.

VPN

Culture &
process

Testing
after an
update is
targeted at
appropriate
matters
(i.e. not
only testing
of changes,
but
integration
testing and
sampling of
everything).

CMS performs
compliance
inspections to
review the
modification
documents.
CMS audits the
whole process.

Backups

USB stick
policy

Any used USB
sticks are not
allowed to be
inserted to
any FSTD
node. Only
brand new
sticks may be
used.

Testing

Inspections
& audits

Antivirus
software

Backups

Manufacturer’s
modifications
are scanned by
antivirus
software.

Spare part stock
is decided by
considering
critical and
consumable
parts.

A comprehensive
list shows all
installed hardware
parts with their
part numbers.

Certain person(s)
makes the change,
but another person(s)
checks the results.
This reduced
complacency.

Cyber
threats
training

Personnel is
competent
on cyber
threats.

Enough
maintenance
resources (time,
personnel and
manufacturer’s
support) is
reserved before
update to be able
to solve arising
problems during
modification.

Defect
statistics
indicate if
reliability
reduces.

Backups

Back-ups
allow
restoration
to a known
good load.

Decision making
process

Backups

Back-ups
allow
restoration
to a known
good load.

A clear and documented
process on who, how and
when decides whether the
device is ready for training
or not. (e.g. instructor
assessment is often vital).

FSTD reliability reduces

FSTD has to be taken
out of training use

Defect in FSTD.
Spare part
management

Configuration
list

Cross checking

Back-ups
allow
restoration
to a known
good load.

FSTD
modification
failure

Reliability
analysis

Software
loads

See separate bowties
on this issue.

Testing
Testing

Spare parts
is tested
before
installation.

QTG,
subjective &
functions
testing to
check if
replaced
hardware
integrates
well.

See separate
bowties on this
issue.

Inspections
& audits

Software
load names
clearly
indicate
which
version it
represents.

CMS performs
compliance
inspections and
audits to check
how process and
procedures
function.

Bowtie on the risk of wrong FSTD flight characteristics
MQTG

Shortcoming in
aerodynamic model
inside the normal
flight envelope

Recurrent
QTG
testing

Subjective
testing

Quality of
validation data
is essential to
support the
lifetime of an
FSTD. Even
smallest
deviations
between flight
test data and
QTG are
worked on so
that all the
tests show
clear
validation.

Robust process
to (recurrently)
check the FSTD,
including:
-Sampling of the
whole envelope
(e.g. all
configurations to
their max
altitudes, etc.).
-”Isolation” of
phenomena (e.g.
change only one
parameter, such
as CG, at time).
-Variation of
parameters and
conditions for
each recurrent
testing.

Robust process
to recurrently
perform all
QTG test,
assess them
and identify
any
weaknesses.
Failed tests are
managed and
corrections are
made. Critical
tests (e.g.
section 2A)
affects on all
other tests and
are performed
more often
than just the
minimum once
per year.

Defect
reports

Users are
instructed
on how to
report
defects or
concerns
and what
data should
be reported
(e.g. flight
phase,
configuratio
n, ALT, IAS,
power, AP,
etc.).

Competency

Shortcoming in
aerodynamic model
outside the
normal flight
envelope (i.e. in
upset)

Same
preventive
controls as
above

Recurrent QTG
testing

QTG test
result has
changed

Robust process to
recurrently perform all QTG
test, assess them and
identify any weaknesses.
Failed tests are managed
and corrections are made.
Critical tests (e.g. section
2A) affects on all other tests
and are performed more
often than just the minimum
once per year.

Preventive
maintenance

Failure in control
loading system

Failure with
integration
of different
FSTD
systems

Also heavy
maintenance (e.g.
on 5 year interval)
is included to give
maintenance to all
hardware parts.

Configuration
control

Configuration
control and SMS
processes ensure
that for example
transport delay
QTG tests are
performed after
every modification
or in case of any
such concern.

UPRT update
Update the
airplane FSTD in
accordance with
CS-FSTD(A)
issue 2.

QTG and
subjective testing
support each
other

Whenever there is a
concern with QTG, the
matter is tested also
subjectively to assess
its training impact. And
vide versa; whenever
there is a subjective
concern, it is verified by
performing appropriate
QTG test(s) to see if
validation has been
affected.

Daily
readiness
checks

Checking of
control loading
(e.g. breakout
force, force vs.
position,
symmetry) is
done daily to
note any
problems.

Preventive
maintenance

Preventive
maintenance
reduces the
number of defects.

FSTD flight
training

Testing of upset
matters and
scenarios require
specific
competency (e.g.
academics
training and
practical
experience and
knowledge on
regulations).
That is built by
arranging
training to
employees.

Competency

Persons
performing or
approving QTG
tests are trained
on the purpose
and criteria of
every singly QTG
test.

Recurrent QTG
testing

If the tests in QTG
section 2A are out of
tolerances, the whole
flight characteristics
are wrong. So these
critical tests are
performed in manual
mode (i.e. with real
measurable force)
and more often than
just the minimum
requirement of once
per year.

Inspections
& audits

CMS performs
compliance
inspections to
review the QTG
results. CMS
audits the whole
process.

Wrong FSTD
flight
characteristics

Safety
management
system (SMS)
User organisations
report to FSTD
operator those
areas where new
pilots have
difficulties. FSTD
operator’s SMS
decides to change
processes to
ensure FSTD’s
correct
functioning on
those areas.

User
competency

Users should
understand that
an FSTD is never
exactly as the
real aircraft.

Pilot
theory
training
Good
training
reduces
risk.

Instructor

Notes where
the student is
having
problems.

Proficiency
checks and
flying under
supervision
Ensure that
pilots are
competent.

Defect is not recognized and
the pilot gets a wrong
impression on how the real
aircraft functions (i.e. negative
transfer of training)

Safety
management
system (SMS)
User organisations
report to FSTD
operator those
areas where new
pilots have
difficulties. FSTD
operator’s SMS
decides to change
processes to
ensure FSTD’s
correct
functioning on
those areas.

User
competency

Users should
understand that
an FSTD is never
exactly as the
real aircraft.

Pilot
theory
training
Good
training
reduces
risk.

Instructor

Notes where
the student is
having
problems.

Proficiency
checks and
flying under
supervision
Ensure that
pilots are
competent.

Defect is not recognized and
the pilot acts in wrong manner
in the real aircraft (i.e.
negative training)

Motion

Motion
performance
signature tests are
carefully analyzed.
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Bowtie on the risk of accident to a person in the vicinity of FSTD
Fences
and
bridge

Falling

FFS has a
bridge.
Fences
and
bridge
shouldn’t
have any
openings
where a
person
could fit
through
and fall.

Preventive
maintenance

Periodic checking
and maintenance
of safety items
(e.g. safety belts,
seats, flash
lights, etc.)

FSTD
design
that
minimizes
risks (e.g.
bridge
operation
not able to
crush
hand).

Materials

Fire

Materials in the
building and
interior and
selected so that
they do not
support fire.

Accident during
evacuation

Work
safety

Reliability
analysis

Competency
Maintenance
personnel have
all necessary
licenses for ’hot
work’ (e.g.
welding,
grinding).

Emergency
exit routes

Un-obstructed
emergency exit
route. Possibility
to open doors
even with injured
hands.

Briefing on
factual risks
and on safety
practices (e.g.
stay away from
moving bridge,
stay away from
flight control
during
repositions,
etc.).

Warning
lights and
sound
protect
people.

Fire
inspection

Fire
alarms

Lighting that
functions when
normal
electricity is
lost.

Work
safety

Procedures
to protect
employees
(e.g. safety
harnesses,
practices,
culture).

Proper
lighting at
doorsteps
and
stairways.

Training

Training to
maintenance
personnel on
work safety.

Maintenance
personnel
escorts pilots
to FSTD and
from there to
avoid any
hazards.

Rope ladder

Periodic checking
of condition as
part of
preventive
maintenance.

Emergency
response
plan (ERP)

User safety
briefings

Up-to-date ERP
and drills to
check if it
functions well.
Method to ensure
that the whole
building is
evacuated.

Lighting

Escorting

Fire alarm
is regularly
tested to
be audible
also inside
FSTD.

Periodical
inspections by
the fire
department
officials.

Emergency
lighting

Competent
authority
serves as an
extra barrier
to ensure
that safety
items are
managed.

User safety
briefings

Motion
warning

Procedures
to protect
employees
(e.g. safety
harnesses,
practices,
culture).

Defect
statistics
indicate
control
loading has
hit people.

Authority

CMS performs
compliance
inspections to
review the
safety
equipment. CMS
audits the whole
process.

Method to
easily report
any safety
related
concerns.

Design

Crushing
or impact

Inspections
& audits

SMS
reporting

Clear briefing
on the whole
emergency exit
route and
procedures.

Persons in
the vicinity
of an FSTD

Emergency
exit routes

Routes clearly
marked with selfilluminating
arrows.

Exposure
to
dangerous
substances

Only trained
personnel may
enter premises
with dangerous
chemicals, etc.

Warning
signs

Loud noise

Electric
shock

Electrical tools
are regularly
inspected to be
safe and
operational.

All chemicals are
stored, used and
disposed
appropriately.

Earmuff

Signs for
example at the
door to the room
with hydraulic
pump.

Tool
management

Handling of
chemicals

First aid
trainings to all
FSTD
operator’s
employees.

Protective
equipment
For example
protective
glasses,
gloves, fire
resistant
gloves, etc.

Fire
extinguishers
Appropriate type
(e.g. CO2 for
electronics).

Emergency
response
plan (ERP)

Up-to-date ERP
and drills to
check if it
functions well.

Rope ladder

Periodic checking
of condition as
part of
preventive
maintenance.

Filters of
compressors
Restricted
access

First aid
training

First aid
training

Accident to
a person

First aid
trainings to all
FSTD
operator’s
employees.

Protective
equipment
For example
protective
glasses,
gloves, fire
resistant
gloves, etc.

Compliance

First aid
kits and
rinsing
stations

Also a
process to
check and
fill up the
medicine
cabinet
periodically
.

Other
safety
equipment

A process to
periodically
check all other
safety
equipment,
such as rope
ladders,
emergency
lights, etc.

Fire
extinguishers
Appropriate type
(e.g. CO2 for
electronics).

First aid
kits and
rinsing
stations

Also a
process to
check and
fill up the
medicine
cabinet
periodically
.

It is in the FSTD operator’s interest to be able to
show that it has been in compliance with
regulations, and even exceeded those by using
SMS to understand risks and mitigate them.

Intake filters of
compressors are
changed
periodically. (Air
flows to pilot
oxygen masks
and any mold or
bacteria would
spread through
contaminated
oxygen lines.)

Person bodily injury

Other
safety
equipment

A process to
periodically
check all other
safety
equipment,
such as rope
ladders,
emergency
lights, etc.

Fatality

Due to injury or
fatality, the FSTD
operator has to pay
considerable
compensations

Multiple earmuffs
are available at
any station
where there may
be loud noise.

Restricted
access

Only trained
personnel may
enter premises
with any chance
of electric shock.

Condensation
water
Condensation is
prevented from
appearing at
locations where it
could harm
equipment or
results in electric
shock.

Competency
Maintenance
personnel have
all necessary
licenses for
electrical work.

Procedures

For example
definition when
a two person
team is
required.

Markings

Appropriate
markings on all
electrical
equipment.
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CS-FSTD(A) issue 2 evaluations of FFS levels C and D
A separate checklist can be found by using the link on the bottom of this page.
CS-FSTD(A) issue 2 implements technical requirement that support upset prevention and recovery training (UPRT). An
aeroplane upset is an undesired aeroplane state characterized by unintentional deviations from parameters experienced
during normal operations. An aeroplane upset may involve pitch and/or bank angle deviations as well as inappropriate
airspeeds for the given conditions.
Updating a full flight simulator (FFS) from an older primary reference document (PRD) to CS-FSTD(A) issue 2 requires
implementing the following main elements:
• Defining FSTD validation envelope
• Instructor station feedback tools
• Upset scenarios
• Increase fidelity of the approach-to-stall simulation by objective testing (and similarly for full stall which is
voluntary but must fulfill the requirements if it is to be qualified)
• Increase the fidelity of the simulation of the engine and airframe icing effects
Note that an update of an FFS to be qualified under CS-FSTD(A) issue 2 is considered as a major update (see
ORA.FSTD.110 and its AMC and GM).
It is important to understand that CS-FSTD(A) issue 2 offers the FSTD operator to make a choice whether to apply for
option A or B below:
A. Device to be qualified for approach-to-stall only.
The FSTD qualification certificate would not indicate anything, since this is the required fidelity level.
B. Device to be qualified for full stall.
The FSTD qualification certificate would indicate full stall as an additional capability.
It is also important to understand that CS-FSTD(A) issue 2 enables to use different kind of validation methods for high
angle of attack, approach to stall and stall model. Data sources may be from the aeroplane original equipment
manufacturer (OEM), the original FSTD manufacturer/data provider, or other data providers acceptable to the competent
authority (see for example AMC10 FSTD(A).300 paragraph (d)). Note that AMC11 FSTD(A).300 gives guidance to
proceed if it is not possible to provide the required validation data for the new or revised objective test cases to support
FSTD qualification for stall and approach to stall. In such cases, so called footprint method may be used. For the testing
of the high-altitude cruise and turning-flight stall conditions, these manoeuvres may be subjectively evaluated by a
qualified SME pilot (see AMC10 FSTD(A).300 paragraph (e)) and addressed in the required statement of compliance
(SoC).
CS-FSTD(A) issue 2 is the most notable technical FSTD requirement in Europe for a long time. Very many (or actually
most) full flight simulators will be updated to meet CS-FSTD(A) issue 2 requirements. This is a very heavy burden for the
whole FSTD industry. Especially the FSTD operator’s often need good guidelines to easily understand the whole big
picture. Because of these reasons, it was justified to prepare a special checklist of the new requirements that CSFSTD(A) issue 2 implements to FFS level C and D. Traficom has prepared such a checklist. It has been published
at:
https://www.traficom.fi/en/transport/aviation/flight-simulators-and-other-fstds
Note that the checklist in the above url address is published under Creative Commons license. Therefore, anyone can
make changes to the document. Traficom is kindly inviting anyone to make enhancements to this checklist so that all the
associated parties (e.g. FSTD operators, FSTD manufacturers, data providers and authorities) would benefit from those
changes.
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